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Overview

If contemplating what might be the key area of activity in the field of product liability in future years, it is difficult to look past the rapid evolution of "connected" products and the "internet of things". The development of technology in these areas is going to infiltrate every product sector, and change the way in which most products are designed, manufactured, marketed and used. Our day to day lives will be increasingly influenced, supported and, sometimes, controlled by connected devices. The technologies are finding applications in our homes, on the roads, in the workplace, and in our leisure time. There will be exciting applications in hospitals, in factories, and out in the field. The pace of technological development is moving far beyond the pace of regulatory adaptation, and endless array of applications of such technology creates real-world risk scenarios that, only a few years ago, would have been resigned to science fiction. The rush to commercialise these exciting technological developments is almost certainly creating product-related risks that will give rise to the need to resolve liability claims and regulatory challenges down the road.

In this issue, we start to explore some of these issues, which will increasingly be featured in International Product Liability Review. Our feature article [page 2] in this edition focuses on a recent decision of the European Court, analysing the privacy implications of consumer-use cameras that collect information from public places. This interesting issue is just a small insight into the novel issues that are raised by new technologies, and the risks that they can create for companies responsible for delivering the technologies to the market.

We also report in this issue of International Product Liability Review on an important, and relatively rare, decision of the European Court interpreting an aspect of the European Product Liability Directive [page 15]. The concern in this case was the scope of the German Drug Law as it sits alongside the Product Liability Directive in the German legal system. These are important issues that will impact on the exposure of companies in the pharmaceutical industry to potential liability in the German courts.

In the UK, we are seeing the ongoing evolution of the civil justice system, and we report on some of the important implications for product manufacturers [page 33 and page 40]. While initially, there was some uncertainty as to the impact of the reforms on product manufacturers, experience is showing that litigation risks are not significantly diminished by the reforms and the UK remains a risk jurisdiction for product manufacturers operating on an international level.

With this issue, International Product Liability Review moves into its 15th year of publication. We have a few changes planned for 2015, and look forward to further expansion of our international team’s reporting of important developments in the world of product litigation and product regulation around the world.
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